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Optical packetmmt switches can be scaled to high port counts using multi-stage architectures.
To reduce the number of switching elements in SOA-based broadcast-and-select architectures, we deploy only a few stages while exploiting the WDM dimension.
Introdmtion
To satisfy the ever-lasting bandwidth hunger, (D)WDM is adopted. Long-term strategies for optical networking, that will replace the currently predominant point-to-point systems, envisage Optical Packet Switching (OPS) and/or Optical Burst Switching (OBS), fully 
Node srchiteetures far OPS/ORS
The core fmctionality of an optical packet switch is to selectively transmit packets from a particular input pon to^ a partidar output pan. "Port" implies a certain wavelength on a certain fibre.
For "oacket" switchine. two fmdamentallv different ahroaches exist: one can either opt & fixed length, or rather variable length packets. The network can be operated in a time-slotted manner or an asynchronous mode. Usually a slotted approach is taken for fined length packets, whereas asynchronous operation is adopted for variable length packets. We reserve the term OPS for fixed-length packet switching using a slotted operation, whereas OBS clearly is a case of unsynchronized switching of variable length packers. Figure 1 
2.1.

architecnks. .
B&S has been proposed in e.g. the Eumpean research projects KEOPS and DAVID. The witchine fabnc nrooosed bv the latter is deoicted in Figuri 1 [2] . "hLfirst st& multiplexes &er-ent wavelengths into a single fibre, and jointly
Sca/obili@
Both the B&S and AWG architectures have limited scalabilily. The factor limiting the port cow11 for the B&S architecture is the solinine ratio: 
eqs. (3-4).
For the proposed fwa-s& ar~hiteehre, the n wberof SOA gates needed is given by e g (5).
Inspection of the number of SOA gates needed leads to the choices illustrated in Figure 4 . From this comparison, clearly the single stage architecture is only advantageous for small ~o r i counts (N= WxF212). The-two-stage architecture with TWCs is generally the cheapest choice: the threestaee Clos architecture onlv can be advantaeeous whin either the number of wavelengths pecfibrc or the number of inputhutput fibres is very large. 
Conclusion
We have discussed Two switching fabric architectures (broadcast-and-select, and AWG-based) and outlined how their respective scalability limits can be overcome by adapting a multistage approach. We have shown that for OPS we can exploit WDM to eliminate the last switching stage and replace it with wavelength converten. For the B&S architecture proposed in DAVID, we have shown that this two-stage architecture with TWCs usually is the cheapest in terms o f used SOA gates; in most practical cases the three-stage architecture needs 1 5 4 0 % more SOA gates, while a single stage would need 65-275% more SOAs (or even be unfeasible). The second node, used for performance comparson, is built from an SOA gate switch. The crosstalk between the WDM payload data channels emerging from the LOA-node is greatly reduced.
Introduction
Data Vortex Architecture
The Data Vortex switch architectare consists of switching elements (i.e. routing nodes) arranged on a collection of concentric cylinders, as shown in Fig. 1 . The sire of the switch fhbric is characterized by the parameters A and H, corresponding to the number of routing nodes lying along the "angle", and "height" dimension respectively. The number of cvlinden. C scales as C=loe, fH)+1. t e t~ (a,c,h).hckets flow fromihe most o;ta cylinder to the most inner cylinder unidireetionally. The connection links within the cylinders cross in a binary hee fashion to fix the next most significant hit of the header address before the packet is forwarded to an inner cylinder level. The COMCClions between eylinden simply forward packets maintaining the packet height. A more detailed discussion ofthe Data Vortex architecture is pro- 
